The challenge of identifying DNA regulatory sequences based on sequence information only has been emphasized in view of the fast accumulation of new genes in the databases. While most predictive algorithms are based on multiple alignments of already known binding sites, here we examine the usefulness of a novel approach that is based on structural information of the protein-DNA complex. It has already been shown that specific recognition between a protein and its DNA target is achieved by stereo-chemical complementarity between the protein amino acids and the DNA bases. The proposed computational scheme uses crystallographic information to define the set of amino acid-base contacts between the proteins of a given DNAbinding protein family and their DNA targets. The compatibility of a given protein to bind to putative regulatory DNA sequences is then evaluated by knowledge-based parameters for amino acid-base interactions. By this procedure gene upstream regions may be screened for potential binding sites for regulatory proteins. Predictions are demonstrated for the E. coli cyclic AMP receptor protein (CRP) which recognizes the DNA via the helix-turn-helix motif, and for various Zif268-like proteins which belong to the Cys2His2 zinc finger family. The advantages and limitations of this approach are discussed.
Introduction
Sequences upstream transcription start positions play a major role in the regulation of gene expression. They are recognized by regulatory proteins which act upon binding as transcription repressors or activators, controlling the rate of transcription initiation. The identification of such sequences upstream from a specific gene is therefore essential for understanding its transcription regulation. Traditionally, the identification of DNA regulatory sequences and of the base pairs that play a role in specific binding has been carried out by a variety of experimental methods. These include mutation analysis and direct binding measurements (e.g. Takeda et al., 1989) , selection experiments by phage display libraries (e.g. Choo & Klug, 1994) , and co-crystalization of the protein-DNA complex (e.g. Kim & Burley, 1994) . Presently, with the accumulation of many new gene sequences due to the large-scale genomic sequencing projects, we are faced by the challenge of predicting the gene regulatory sequences based on sequence data alone. For this we need a computational tool that will screen the upstream region of the gene and identify potential binding sites for regulatory proteins.
Various strategies have been employed in the development of search procedures for DNA binding sites (e.g. Thieffry et al., 1998; Goodrich et al., 1990; O'Neill, 1989; Berg & von Hippel, 1988; Schneider et al., 1986) . Most of these approaches require a large ensemble of experimentally determined DNA binding sequences of a certain protein, and essentially define the site by a matrix that represents the frequency of bases at each position. This approach is limited, however, to regulatory proteins for which binding sites have been already identified experimentally. An alternative approach would be to base the prediction on the mode of binding between the protein and the DNA, and search for DNA sequences that are preferred for this binding mode. Such an approach would be most suitable for searching potential binding sites of regulatory proteins that belong to a well defined DNAbinding protein family.
Two key components are required in order to apply such an approach: 1) Knowledge on the protein and DNA residue positions that are involved in binding, preferably from a crystal structure of the complex. 2) A method to evaluate the compatibility of different DNA bases and amino acids to interact , Kono & Sarai, 1999 . Here we present a computational scheme that uses knowledge-based parameters for amino acid-base interactions based on data from crystal structures of protein-DNA complexes . By applying these parameters to specified binding models, a score that reflects the compatibility between a protein sequence and a DNA site can be evaluated. The applicability of this scheme is demonstrated for two examples of binding sites that are recognized by members of two distinct families of DNAbinding proteins: 1) The E. coli CRP which recognizes the DNA via the helix-turnhelix motif. 2) Various Zif268-like proteins which belong to the Cys 2 His 2 zinc finger family, but differ in the residues that are involved in binding. We show that the current procedure succeeds fairly well in identifying the experimentally determined binding sites.
Methods

Ranking putative DNA binding sites
The binding mode of a regulatory protein with its DNA binding site is determined according to the crystal structure of the complex. We extract from the co-crystal data the pairs of amino acid-base that are in contact. The binding model is then defined by the corresponding positions in the protein and DNA sequences that participate in these contacts. Given the amino acids that are present at these defined protein positions, and according to the binding model, the goal is to fit DNA sequences that would be most compatible for binding. These would be sequences composed of certain bases at the defined positions that would fit the amino acids at the corresponding protein positions. To search for such sequences, scores that reflect the compatibility between the various combinations of amino acid-base are required (see below). Given that such scores are available, a score for the compatibility between a DNA sequence and a protein sequence is obtained by summing up the individual scores of pairs of amino acid-base according to the binding model. A long DNA sequence can be searched for preferred binding sites by calculating the scores in overlapping windows of length L (defined by the binding model) along the sequence. The highest scoring windows are expected to be the favorable DNA binding sites.
Amino acid-base scoring matrix
It is well known that specific recognition between a regulatory protein and its DNA target is achieved by structural complementarity between the interacting elements, and by specific interactions between the protein amino acids and DNA bases. The latter involve mostly hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions. Previously we have shown clear preferences of certain amino acids to interact with certain bases (Mandel-Gutfreund & Margalit, 1995) . The distribution of pairs of amino acid-base that we extracted from the structures was used by us to derive a scoring matrix for amino acid-base interaction . The scores are based on the frequencies of pairs of amino acid-base that are in contact in 53 crystallographically solved protein-DNA complexes, and were derived by calculating the likelihood ratio between the frequency of pairs of amino acid-base in the data and the theoretical probability of obtaining such pairs. The scoring matrix that is presented in Table 1 differs slightly from the original one ; in addition to classical hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions that were used in the original table, it is based also on pairs of amino acid-base that interact via CH ... O hydrogen bonds. The latter were shown by us recently to contribute significantly to specific amino acid-base recognition .
Results and Discussion
Prediction of binding sites for Cys 2 His 2 proteins
The set of contacts involved in the interactions between the Cys 2 His 2 Zif268-like proteins and the DNA is defined by a consensus binding model of Zif268 protein and its DNA binding site. This binding model is based on structural data and experimental binding data (Choo & Klug, 1997) (Figure 1 ).
The inherent assumption is that the same set of contacts between the protein and the DNA is kept upon substitution of the sequences. For the Zif268 protein this simplistic assumption has been confirmed experimentally by several selection studies using protein and DNA variants (Reviewed in Choo & Klug, 1997) . Figure 1 A consensus model for the Zif268-like zinc finger protein binding to DNA, based on the crystal structure of the Zif268-DNA complex (Elrod-Erickson et al., 1996) and experimental studies (Choo & Klug, 1997) .
As illustrated, three consecutive zinc fingers bind in an "anti parallel" modular fashion to a 10 base pair DNA site, each finger binds four base pairs. In each finger, positions -1, 3 and 6 with respect to the α helix that binds the DNA, contact three adjacent bases on one DNA strand, while position 2 binds to a base in the following sub-site but on the complementary DNA strand.
Nine promoter regions regulated by five different proteins which belong to Zif268-like (Cys 2 His 2 ) zinc finger protein family are analyzed. The regulatory regions of these genes are defined as annotated in GenBank. When the promoter region has not been specifically defined, we either use a region of 500 base pairs upstream from annotated mRNA start sites, or otherwise use a region of 1000 base pairs upstream from annotated open reading frames (ORFs). The amino acids that are involved in binding according to the model are determined by sequence alignment of each of the proteins with Zif268.
An example of the scores computed for binding of the Sp1 zinc finger protein to all overlapping windows of length 10 spanning the dhfr promoter region is presented in Figure 2 . In this example, all four experimentally defined binding sites (Kandonaga et al., 1986) are ranked by the scoring scheme as the highest among all other overlapping 10-mers in this promoter region. Table 2 summarizes the calculated scores for 21 experimentally identified protein binding sites within the nine different promoter regions. As shown in the last column of the table, the scores obtained by the experimentally defined sites are ranked among the highest possible scores in a given promoter region. It is important to note that several sites along a promoter region may obtain the same score. Thus, the rank does not simply represent the number of other sites which are scored higher, but indicates the relative position of this score among the other scores. Except for the third Krox20 binding site in the Hox-B2 promoter and the second SWI-5 binding site in the HO promoter, all other binding sites are ranked among the highest 2% scores. In 7 out of the 9 promoters at least one of the binding sites is predicted with the highest or second highest score. The rank of the known site among the scores of all other possible 10-mers in the promoter region. (Kandonaga et al., 1986) are indicated by arrows.
Prediction of CRP binding sites
CRP is known to regulate many genes in E.coli. Many of its binding sites have been identified experimentally by various methods, such as DNAase I footprinting, hydroxyl radical footprinting, genetic deletion and mutation experiments (Barber & Zhurkin, 1990 ). The binding model for CRP (Figure 3 ) is defined based on the 2.5 Å crystal structure of the CRP/DNA complex (Parkinson et al., 1996) . Only specific interactions between the protein side chains and the DNA base edges are considered, including CH ... O interactions. As suggested by Parkinson et al. (1996) , we consider the interactions of the dimer with the two DNA half sites as perfectly symmetric, where the contacts are based on the left half site. Contacts with the central region of the binding site are not included. CRP acts either as a repressor or activator and it is possible that it uses alternative recognition models for binding in each case. However, since the basic recognition motif is present in all sites, it is conceivable that the mode of binding in all cases is similar. Also, experimental results regarding the effect of mutations on the DNA binding specificity of various sites (e.g. Ebright et al., 1984) are consistent with the binding model suggested by the crystal structure (Parkinson et al., 1996) . Therefore, as above, we assume that the same binding framework is used by the protein in binding its different binding sites. Figure 3 A consensus scheme of the CRP-DNA complex. As illustrated, the interactions considered for the consensus pattern are symmetric, based on the contacts observed in the crystal structure between the monomer A and the left DNA half site (Parkinson et al., 1996) 15 regulatory regions of E.coli genes regulated by CRP are analyzed. Preferred binding sites of E.coli CRP are searched for in upstream regions of these genes. The regulatory regions are defined as in Thieffry et al. (1998) , covering 400 base pairs upstream and 50 base pairs downstream from annotated ORFs. Table 3 summarizes the scores for 20 known CRP binding sites in the 15 promoter regions. The predictions are less successful than in the previous example, but still, the scores of more than 50% of the sites studied fall within the five highest ranks. 15 out of the 20 sites are ranked within the highest 2% scores. The advantage of this procedure for identification of protein binding sites in DNA regulatory regions is that it does not need an ensemble of binding sites of a given protein for prediction of new binding sites. If the protein belongs to a family whose binding mode is known, a single representative complex of the family in which the set of contacts is defined provides the sufficient information. Thus, it can be used for the prediction of binding sites for newly identified proteins that are clustered to a defined family. In principle, like the structural genomics initiative
Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing 6:139-150 (2001) that attempts to provide solved structures that represent all possible folds, a spectrum of co-crystals that cover all protein-DNA binding modes may be achieved also in the future. In such a case, the approach presented here has clear advantage on identification of binding motifs based on binding data. The computational procedure essentially resembles the threading approach that is used to evaluate sequence-structure fit in proteins. There, a sequence is threaded through a three-dimensional template of a protein based on a known protein structure, and the sequence-structure fit is evaluated by statistical pairwise potentials. Here, the DNA sequence is "threaded" through the amino acids that are involved in binding, according to a binding model defined by the protein-DNA complex, and the compatibility between the two is evaluated by knowledge-based parameters for amino acid-base interactions. The potential of this approach was also demonstrated by Kono & Sarai (1999) , who applied it similarly to the problem of protein-DNA binding, using a different set of knowledge-based parameters for amino acid-base interactions.
From the results it is clear that the computational scheme does not always predict the known site at the first rank. There are several possible reasons for that: 1) The quantitative parameters were derived from the pair interactions in a variety of protein-DNA complexes, and reflect the likelihood of interaction in general. Consequently, possible position dependent effects that are specific to each binding motif are masked. For example, in the zif268-like zinc fingers steric constraints that are position dependent are probably imposed by the specific orientation of the protein binding element relative to the DNA (Choo & Klug, 1997) . Conceivably, incorporation of position dependent effects that are specific to each binding motif together with the knowledge-based parameters may yield better predictions Choo & Klug, 1997) . 2) There are other factors that affect binding, such as the sequence context of the binding sites, coupled interactions where one amino acid is assisted by another in contacting the DNA (e.g. Aggarwal et al., 1988; Elrod-Erickson et al., 1996) , and the structure of the DNA binding site (e.g. Kim & Burley, 1994; Parkinson et al., 1996; Rice et al., 1996) . Incorporation of these considerations in future predictive schemes are expected to improve the predictions. However, although the computational procedure does not always succeed in identifying exclusively the binding site of a given protein, it is powerful in reducing the number of potential binding sites and eliminating the ones that are less favorable. Its success in identifying binding sites of proteins from two entirely different protein families suggests that it may be useful for identifying binding sites of proteins from various protein families in which the framework of the amino acidbase interactions is defined.
